
Structured
Settlements



Physical and emotional harm from a calastrophR injury or
accidental death are devoslafing. Alnlost as bad is the
financial impact, which can quickly overwhelm a litetime of
savings That’s why the federal government encourages
structured settlements - to provide a safe, secaee financial
re~urn for victims end dependents in catastrophic iniury and
accidental death cases.

LIFE EXPECTANCY:
TOUGHER TO PREDICT THAN YOU THINK

Why are structured settlements used so often in
catastrophic cases?
In catastrophic injury and death cases, losses can be
enormous and long term. A severely injured child,
for example, might need lengthy rehabilitation.
The accidental death of a spouse might mean a
family goes without income and employer-paid
healthcare for years. Given mos ~:amilies expensive
Iongterm liabifuies in these cases, there is lltde or
no margin for financial error after a lawsuit
setrlemel~. Thar’~ why tax-free structured
settlements are so popular. Backed by tough federal
and state regulations that provides a high standard
of financial security, these settlements allow family
members to concentrate on other life needs.

But are structured settlements really appropriate for
cases involving long-term damages?
The proof of structured setdements’ value is best
shown by what plaintiffs themselves choose when
settling catastrophic cases. Insurance statistics show
that a structured settlement is more than four times
as likely to be used to settle a claim greater than $1
million than it is for claims under $100,000. And
an independent survey of injury and wrongful death
setdements concluded, "The average payment in
claims involving structured settlements.., was
more than 59 percent greater than the average
payment for claims paid in a single lump-sum."
Since that survey, annual production for structured
settlements has risen more than 50 percent, to
approximately $6 billion a year. So clearly, plaintiffs
in large claim cases are taking advantage of the
opportunity to structure their settlements.

My lawyer tells me that catastrophic ~ases often take a
long time to seltle. Can a structured settlement help?
Yes. In addition to their tax-free advantages,
structured settlements can speed up resolution of
catastrophic cases. During pre-trial negotiation,
you andyour attorncy can create a sample

structured settlement payment stream [o meet
your basic needs. This should include your
living expenses as well as ongoing medical costs
(for example, wheelchair replacement and
rehabilitation). You can also include future
payments for such expenses as college education.
This focus on your losses and needs has been
shown to push cases toward resolution without
putting you through the emotional strain of a

Why not ust put the lump sum settlement in
investments such as sto&s and bonds that provide
regular dividends?
First, by federal law. your structured settlement
payments are free from federal and state income
taxes, investments in stocks and bonds are
subject to taxation, meaning you’ll have to earn
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disasters will not impact your payments! You
have no similar security with stocks and bonds.

A family member was hurl in a calastrophic in nry
and faces years of expensive therapy. What klndof
guarantees does a structured settlement offer?
~(/ith a structured setdement~ you may choose
payments guaranteed for the lffc of thac family
member. This is important because medical
advances are making accurate life expectancy
predictions increasingly difficult (see chart). 
contrast, if you take a lump sum, there’s no
guarantee of lifetime payments, which may
present a serious financial problem if that family
member lives longer than expected. In that
case, you may have no choice but to pay for
treatment yourself, which may be a significant
drain on your life savings.

Life expedancy estimales after e catastrophic injury can he
extremely difficuh and ongoing advances in medical science are
likely to make accurale predictions even mare uncertain. Sa if an
injury victim oullives a lawsuJl settlement, family ar dependents may
end up paying for the victim’s medical and living expenses out oE
their own pockets.

Victim: 5 year old boy
Accident: Cerebral palsy
Estimated life expectancy: age 25

Victim: 50 year old woman
Accident: Traumatic brain injury
Estimated life expectancy: age 60

figures are courlesy of 1be Life Expedan~y Projecl
(I Jr eExpectaecy.org).


